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Multiblindo
Easy
Easy EXIT

w w w . i s e o . c o m

PRODUCT: 
Mechanical and automatic locks for doors with different locking points, with a high 
level of security (the highest according to reference standards) and with automatic 
and anti-panic closing (for both security and safety).

APPLICATION:
Anti-panic exit for banks
Jewellers entry
Anti-panic entry/exit for post offices
Entry for legal/notary offices
Entry for laboratories/research facilities
Anti-panic entry/exit for shopping centres

OPERATION:
Automatic: when the door is pulled ajar, the three bolts come into operation.
From the inside, the latch and bolts can be opened with the handle (for
Multiblindo Easy) or the panic bar or emergency handle (for Multiblindo Easy Exit).
From the outside, it is necessary to use a fixed handle or knob.
The key unlocks the door operating the latch and bolts.

RANGE:
 Lateral Exit with emergency or panic device;
 Multi-point;
 Multi-point Exit with emergency or panic device.

TECHNICAL 
FEATURES:
 
92 mm centre distance 
(94 mm with rounded Swiss cylinder)

Backsets:
 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65 mm

Handle follower:
- 8 mm for Multiblindo Easy
- 9 mm for Multiblindo Easy Exit 
(anti-panic/emergency)

Interchangeable with 
Multiblindo Classic 

Microswitch to signal open/closed 
position of the bolt for Multiblindo
Easy Exit (anti-panic).

Multi-point front plates: 2300 mm 
(adjustable) or 1860 mm (fixed). 
Stainless steel front plates for 
lateral and multi-point locks, 
with sections:
- U 24x6 for aluminium/iron doors
- Flat 24x3 for aluminium/iron doors

The lock case is equipped with fixing 
holes. Advantages: handle and cylinder 
protection plates fixing with screws.

Multiblindo locks can be used with the 
Iseo wide range of cylinders, which 
have different levels of security, both 
for attacks against the lock and the 
unauthorized attempts of key duplication.

The lock is closed on all sides.
Advantages: this stops door chips and 
shavings from getting jammed in the 
lock and also provides resistance to a 
possible lockpicking attempt from the 
rear of the lock.

The minimum and maximum loading 
spring projection range has to be 4 mm. 
The minimum and maximum size 
depends on the type of the front plate 
and striking plate. Please refer to the 
instruction sheet.
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  Locks with very high resistance and certified according to the maximum levels of the 
 following reference standards (grade 7): EN12209, prEN15685. This means:
 - resistance to lateral and bottom forcing with a thrust of over 1.000 kg;
 - resistance to a front load of over 600 kg.

  Endurance:
 - corrosion resistance more than 240 hours in a saline environment;
 - tested to over 200,000 opening and closing cycles under a load of 120 N 
 on the door.

 A specific patented system allows the operation of the bolts only when the
 latch is engaged in the back plate by at least 3 mm. Advantages: the door is
 perfectly aligned, ensuring a longer service life.

 3 closing options that can be set up by the user through a selector on the
 front plate.
 Advantages: different functions can be used during the daily use of the door.
 - deadbolts and latchbolt automatic locking (0-total) during normal use of the door.
 - locking by latchbolt only (1-light) for heavy-use periods.
 - hold-open function (2-free), which leaves the door completely open.

 Deadbolts with independent resistance.
 Every deadbolt ensures its independent resistance to lock-picking attempts.
 Advantages: if one deadbolt is forced, the others still guarantee resistance
 independently.

 Reinforced deadbolts.
 The deadbolts are covered in carbonitrided steel plating on both sides. 
 Advantages: anti-drill and anti-cut resistance.
 Traditional swinging or hook type with anti-lift bolt. Advantages: better anchoring and  
 resistance of the door.

 Fixed latch, with right/left hand, with an increased distance from the triggler.
 Advantages: the door has more tolerance.

 On the Easy version, it is possible to exclude the internal handle by an extra
 turn of the key with the bolt already engaged. Advantages: preventing the
 opening from outside in the event of a door breaking (i.e. glass frame doors).
 In terms of safety it ensures a better exit control.

KEY POINTS

CERTIFICATION:

Lateral Exit: 

- EN12209 (grade 7) classification: 

|3|X|8|0|0|G|7|H|B|2|0|;

- CE EN179 classification: 

|3|7|7|B|1|4|5|2|A|B/D|;

- CE EN1125 classification: 

|3|7|7|B|1|4|2|2|A|B|;

Multi-point: 

- pr EN15685 (grade 7) classification: 

|3|X|8|B|0|G|7|3|0|;

- VDS “C” Class

Multi-point Exit: 

- pr EN15685 (grade 7) classification: 

|3|X|8|B|0|G|7|3|0|;

- CE EN179 classification: 

|3|7|7|B|1|4|5|2|A|B/D|;

- CE EN1125 classification: 

|3|7|7|B|1|4|2|2|A|B|;

- VDS “C” Class

MATCHING ACCESSORIES:
 PROEXIT panic bar with Easy Exit (antipanic doors EN1125).
 ARIES electronic handle.
 LIBRA electronic cylinder.
 Dorma PLUS and PREMIUM handles, series 810** with Easy Exit

  (emergency door EN179).
 Adjustable or fixed, stainless steel or black painted striking plates.

  Mechanical or electric.
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